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Understanding the pathway and kinetic mechanisms
of transcription initiation is essential for quantitative
understanding of gene regulation, but initiation is
a multistep process, the features of which can be
obscured in bulk analysis. We used a multiwave-
length single-molecule fluorescence colocalization
approach, CoSMoS, to define the initiation pathway
at an activator-dependent bacterial s54 promoter
that recapitulates characteristic features of eukary-
otic promoters activated by enhancer binding pro-
teins. The experiments kinetically characterize all
major steps of the initiation process, revealing here-
tofore unknown features, including reversible forma-
tion of two closed complexes with greatly differing
stabilities, multiple attempts for each successful
formation of an open complex, and efficient release
of s54 from the polymerase core at the start of tran-
script synthesis. Open complexes are committed
to transcription, suggesting that regulation likely
targets earlier steps in the mechanism. CoSMoS is
a powerful, generally applicable method to elucidate
the mechanisms of transcription and other multistep
biochemical processes.INTRODUCTION
DNA transcription by multisubunit RNA polymerases (RNAPs) is
a central process through which gene expression is regulated
in all organisms. In bacteria, transcription regulation is a key
determinant of evolutionary fitness that enables a species to
effectively compete for environmental resources (Cases et al.,
2003). A quantitative understanding of the mechanisms of tran-
scription regulation is required to (1) understand the dynamic
response of gene transcription to environmental stimuli, (2)
reliably define the systems behavior of regulatory networks, or
(3) rationally design synthetic networks. This necessitates identi-
fying reaction intermediates, defining the rates of individual
reaction steps, and determining which steps are modulated by
regulators. It is particularly important to address these questionsfor initiation, the most heavily regulated phase of transcription
(Browning andBusby, 2004). Furthermore, transcription initiation
is the target of antibacterial drugs in widespread clinical use
(Darst, 2004; Ho et al., 2009). Clear understanding of the initiation
pathway is therefore essential to understanding development of
drug resistance and to rational design of combination therapies
(Villain-Guillot et al., 2007).
Transcription promoter recognition in bacteria is mediated by
s initiation subunits. In complex with core RNAP, s recognizes
and directly binds to promoter-specific DNA sequences. After
binding, the polymerase-DNA complex proceeds through a
series of conformational intermediates before forming a mature
transcription elongation complex capable of processive RNA
synthesis.
For several bacterial promoters dependent on the major s70
subunit, key steps in initiation have been identified using kinetic
and intermediate trapping experiments (Saecker et al., 2011).
Furthermore, footprinting and crystallographic analysis have
revealed identities and structures of some intermediates in the
initiation pathway (Davis et al., 2007; Murakami and Darst,
2003; Sclavi et al., 2005). After initiation, elongation complexes
have been reported to release or retain s70 to varying degrees
(Bar-Nahum and Nudler, 2001; Deighan et al., 2011; Kapanidis
et al., 2005).
Some bacterial promoters are dependent on the less studied
s54 subunit (Buck et al., 2000; Joly et al., 2012), the major alter-
native s factor in many bacterial species. s54 is nonhomologous
with s70 (Merrick, 1993), and s54RNAP has functional properties
distinct fromRNAPs containing others factors. Gene expression
by s54RNAP requires activator ATPases, which bind to
promoter-distal enhancer DNA sequences (Buck et al., 2000;
Popham et al., 1989; Wigneshweraraj et al., 2008). Environ-
mental cues turn on specific activators that, in turn, enhance
transcription initiation at one or more s54-dependent promoters
(Reitzer and Schneider, 2001).
Here, we studied the prototypical s54 promoter of the
S. typhimurium glnALG operon, at which initiation is activated
by the NtrC activator protein in response to low environmental
nitrogen (Magasanik, 1996). s54RNAP binds at this promoter to
form transcriptionally silent (Ninfa et al., 1987; Sasse-Dwight
and Gralla, 1988) closed complexes in which DNA remains
base-paired (Popham et al., 1989). When ATP and NtrC (either
the phosphorylated wild-type protein or a constitutively active
mutant; Klose et al., 1993) are added, s54RNAP melts a shortCell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 679
DNA segment, forming long-lived open promoter complexes
(Popham et al., 1989; Wedel and Kustu, 1995). Subsequent
addition of nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs) enables the poly-
merase to begin transcript synthesis and depart the promoter.
The NtrC/s54 system is of particular interest because though
biochemically more simple, it nonetheless recapitulates key
functional properties of large classes of eukaryotic RNAP II
promoters that are activated through transcriptional enhancers
and enhancer binding proteins (Lin et al., 2005; Sasse-Dwight
and Gralla, 1990). These properties include the formation of
transcriptionally quiet unactivated RNAP-promoter complexes,
the requirement for an ATPase to open the transcription bubble,
conversion of inactive to active transcription factors by post-
translational modification, and ‘‘action at a distance’’ activation
of RNAP by a transcription factor that binds to an enhancer
DNA sequence that functions independently of orientation and
with only a weak dependence on position.
For all types of bacterial and eukaryotic transcription pro-
moters, the large number of different states of the polymerase-
promoter complex means that full experimental elucidation of
the pathway of functional initiation is difficult. Because a mixture
of different states is present in a molecular ensemble, evidence
for reaction intermediates or alternative pathways (Susa et al.,
2006) can be indirect or subtle (Kontur et al., 2008), and access
to the rates connecting those intermediates is often limited
(Haugen et al., 2006). The advent of single-molecule optical
methods has raised the possibility of circumventing some of
these problems by directly observing initiation at single pro-
moters one molecule at a time (Revyakin et al., 2004, 2006).
Here, we present the application to transcription initiation of
a single-molecule approach that reveals initiation intermediates
in the context of the full initiation pathway and quantitatively
defines initiation dynamics. Colocalization single-molecule spec-
troscopy (CoSMoS) visualizes spectrally distinguishable dye
labels that are placed on different proteins and/or nucleic acids
that participate in a biochemical pathway (Crawford et al., 2008;
Friedman et al., 2006; Hoskins et al., 2011). Using CoSMoS, we
directly visualize on single DNA molecules all major steps in initi-
ation, including polymerase binding, open complex formation,
transcript production, and s54 departure. Quantitative analysis
of these observations reveals the mechanism and full dynamics
of initiation at an activator-dependent transcription promoter.
RESULTS
Visualizing the Initiation Reaction on Single DNA
Molecules
To visualize open complex formation and subsequent transcript
production at a s54 promoter, we first immobilized a biotin-
tagged template DNA containing the promoter (Figure 1A and
Figure S1A available online) on the streptavidin-conjugated
surface of a flow chamber (Figure 1B, left). Individual DNA
molecules were detected through the fluorescence of an
attached Alexa Fluor 488 (AF488) dye using a total internal
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscope (Friedman et al.,
2006). At this surface density of DNA, images show discrete,
well-separated spots of AF488 fluorescence corresponding to
individual DNA molecules (Figure 1C).680 Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.We next introduced into the flow chamber s54RNAP labeled
on the s54 subunit with Cy3 dye, ATP, and the constitutively
active S160F, D54E mutant of NtrC (Klose et al., 1993; hereafter
denoted simply NtrC) to form open complexes. In TIRF micros-
copy, fluorescence is excited only within100 nmof the surface.
Diffusion of Cy3-s54RNAP molecules through this thin layer
contributes only minimal, diffuse background fluorescence. In
contrast, a fluorescent RNAP bound to a surface-attached
DNA creates a tethered fluorescence source visualized as a
well-defined spot. Such spots appeared and accumulated
over 40 min until most detected templates had a colocalized
Cy3-s54RNAP spot. The spots remained even 15 min after flush-
ing unboundCy3-s54RNAP from the chamber (Figure 1D). Ninety
percent of RNAP spots (43/48) had colocalized template mole-
cules (Figure 1F). Few or no DNA molecules had colocalized
polymerase spots in controls with promoter-deleted (<1%; 1/
231) or enhancer-deleted (8%; 10/123) DNAs, compared with
74% (75/101) for DNA with the promoter. Thus, there is little
nonspecific binding of polymerase to DNA or to the surface,
and 90% of template molecules are labeled. Taken together,
these results confirm that the Cy3 spots represent promoter-
specific complexes of RNAP with DNA.
To verify that the DNA-colocalized RNAP spots are from tran-
scriptionally competent open complexes, we introduced buffer
containing ATP, CTP, and GTP (but no RNAP or NtrC) and
a Cy5-labeled oligonucleotide probe that can hybridize to
transcript. Because UTP is absent, open complexes should
be converted into stalled elongation complexes each with
a protruding nascent transcript (Figure 1B). We detected tran-
script production as an accumulation of long-lived fluorescence
spots (Figure 1E) that resulted from hybridization of one or more
transcript probes (Figures S1E and S1F).
Few probe spots were seen in control experiments in which
NtrC or ATP was not present during the initial incubation, con-
firming that the spots report transcript production as opposed
to nonspecific surface binding of probe or hybridization to the
DNA template (Figures S1B–S1D). Nearly all (89%; 175 of 197)
transcript spots coincided with the preformed open complexes
(Figure 1G), confirming that RNAP was efficiently dye labeled
and transcriptionally active. The majority (typically > 75%, e.g.,
98 of 130) of Cy3 complex locations show the Cy5 transcript
signal promptly (within 2 min) after addition of nucleotides.
Thus, the experiment efficiently detected both promoter-binding
and activator-dependent transcript formation by single dye-
labeled RNAP molecules.
Rapid Formation of the Closed Promoter Complex
Initial binding of RNAP leading to the formation of a closed
complex is a key step in promoter recognition. This process
has previously been characterized for s70RNAP by indirect
methods, primarily in experiments that measure only the equilib-
rium constant rather than the binding and dissociation kinetics
(reviewed in Record et al., 1996; Saecker et al., 2011; see also
Haugen et al., 2006). Here, the ability to detect single polymerase
and template molecules allowed us to directly examine the
binding kinetics. We examined Cy3-s54RNAP binding to Cy5
template in the absence of NtrC and nucleotides (Figure 2A),
conditions in which the reaction does not proceed beyond
Figure 1. Single-Molecule Observation of Open Complex Formation and Transcript Production
(A) Template schematic. The template contains NtrC-binding enhancer site (red), the glnAP2 s54RNAP-binding site (white box) and start site (bent arrow), and
a transcribed region encoding a U-less RNA containing seven repeats of a 21 bp cassette (green).
(B) Stepwise single-molecule transcription experiment. Surface-tethered template molecules (left) form open complexes (middle) with holoenzyme comprised of
Cy3 (green star)-s54 (circle) and core RNAP (ellipse). After transcript production (right), the RNA is detected by hybridization of a Cy5 (red star)-labeled DNA
complementary to the repeat cassette. In this and all other experiments in this paper, there is no FRET because the distances separating the dyes are too large.
(C–E) False color images (17.63 17.6 mm) of a surface region acquired at the three reaction stages depicted in (B). Fluorescence excitation (ex) and emission (em)
wavelengths selectively image AF488 (C), Cy3 (D), or Cy5 (E).
(F) Positions of spots in the highlighted region of (D) (yellow squares) overlaid with the corresponding region of (C).
(G) Positions of spots in the highlighted region of (E) (red boxes) overlaid with the corresponding area of (D).
See also Figure S1.closed complex formation (Pophamet al., 1989). As before, poly-
merase colocalized with DNA (Figure 2B), but in the absence of
activator RNAP, binding events were only transient (Figures 2C
and 2D).
We measured the time elapsed up to when the first RNAP
bound to each template molecule (Figure 2D, red). The resulting
second-order rate constant for formation of the initial closed
complex, 2.1 3 107 M1 s1 (Figure 2E), approaches but does
not exceed the maximum possible through three-dimensional
diffusion in solution (Halford, 2009). Addition of NtrC and ATP
did not change the rate (Figure S2), suggesting that NtrC
does not significantly assist kinetic recruitment of RNAP to the
promoter.
s54RNAP Forms Two Kinds of Closed Complexes
Strikingly, s54RNAP closed complexes were kinetically
unstable: at equilibrium, we saw multiple RNAP binding and
dissociation events on each DNA molecule (Figures 3A and3B). Furthermore, the distribution of complex lifetimes clearly
showed two exponential components (Figures 3C and S3),
revealing the presence of at least two distinct types of closed
complexes. The results are consistent with a minimal sequential
kinetic scheme:
R+P!
k1
k1
RP1!
k2
k2
RP2; (1)
in which RP1 and RP2 are different closed complexes. Quantita-
tive analysis of the data in Figures 2 and 3 (see Extended
Experimental Procedures) determined the four rate constants
and thereby specified the essential features of closed complex
formation based on this scheme: whereas a stable, long-lived
closed complex (RP2) is the predominant species at equilibrium
(93% population), there is nevertheless a distinct, promoter-
specific, short-lived closed complex (RP1) that, in this model, is
a required precursor to formation of RP2.Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 681
Figure 2. Formation of Closed Complexes
(A) Experimental design. Cy3-s54RNAP (0.15 nM) is added at time t = 0 to surface-tethered Cy5-template molecules (symbols same as Figure 1A).
(B) Cy3-RNAP spots (ex 532 nm; em < 635 nm) at t = 31 s; image 18.1 3 18.1 mm; integration time 3 s. Positions of Cy5-template spots (yellow squares) were
observed prior to RNAP addition.
(C) Time series images of Cy3 fluorescence from templatemolecules 1 and 2 in (B). Integration time 1 s; images 1.13 1.1 mm. Time interval up to the first binding of
Cy3-s54RNAP is highlighted (red).
(D) Cy3 fluorescence intensity records from template molecules 1 through 4 in (B) (traces offset for clarity). Shading marks data shown in (C).
(E) Fraction of template molecules that bound RNAP at least once prior to the indicated time in experiments at 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 nMRNAP (blue; n = 73, 62, and
85) and exponential fits (red) yielding the fraction of binding-competent template molecules (0.92) and kapp, the apparent first-order association rate constants.
Inset: Concentration dependence of kapp (blue); values were corrected as described (Extended Experimental Procedures) and fit (red) yielding second-order
binding rate constant k1 = (2.1 ± 0.2) 3 10
7 M1 s1.
Error bars reflect standard errors. See also Figure S2.We considered kinetic schemes with two closed complexes
in alternative arrangements to that in scheme 1, but these are
either contradicted or rendered less plausible by additional
data (Extended Experimental Procedures and Figure S4).
The Rate-Limiting Process in Initiation
Activators of s54 promoters function by accelerating the isomer-
ization from closed to open complexes; it was suggested that
this step is rate limiting even atmaximal activation (Sasse-Dwight
and Gralla, 1988). To definitively establish that the isomerization
is rate limiting, we measured the rate of the overall initiation pro-
cess by adding to tethered DNA a near-saturating concentration
of NtrC together with the probe oligo and the full set of reactants
needed to initiate transcription (Figure 4A). Cy5 spots reporting
the synthesis of new transcripts appeared over hundreds of682 Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.seconds (Figure 4B), far slower than the time required for hy-
bridization alone (t 9 s for 10 nM Cy5 probe; see Extended
Experimental Procedures). The measured initiation rate (Fig-
ure 4C) is > 100-fold slower than formation of either closed
complex (scheme 1 and Extended Experimental Procedures).
Thus, the rate-limiting step of initiation must follow closed
complex formation.Controls show that the limiting ratemeasured
in our experiments is not appreciably affected by labeling of DNA
or RNAP, surface tethering of the DNA, or oligo hybridization
(Extended Experimental Procedures and Figure S5).
Differentiating Nonproductive and Productive Promoter
Binding Events
The foregoing analysis suggests that, even at maximal activa-
tion, binding of a s54RNAP molecule to promoter often fails
Figure 3. Breakdown of Closed Promoter Complexes
(A) Experimental design. Cy3-s54RNAP bound and dissociated at equilibrium
to surface-tethered AF488-template molecules.
(B) Cy3 intensity records from five individual template locations (offset for
clarity). Lifetimes of individual polymerase-template complexes were
measured as the durations of intervals of high fluorescence (arrows).
(C) Lifetime distribution of promoter-specific complexes. Binned lifetimes are
plotted as corrected probability densities (circles; see Extended Experimental
Procedures) overlaid with a biexponential distribution (line) with time constants
tS = 2.3 ± 0.5 s, tL = 79 ± 13 s and amplitudes aS = 0.76 ± 0.03, aL = (1 - aS).
See also Figure S3.
Figure 4. Overall Initiation Rate
(A) Experimental design; RNAP was at 8 nM.
(B) Image of template molecules taken before RNAP addition (blue) and
selected images (red) from a recording of probe hybridization at times after
RNAP addition (frame duration 1 s).
(C) Template spot fraction that had a colocalized probe spot at or before the
time shown (red). Exponential fit (black) yields initiation rate (1.2 ± 0.1) 3 103
s1 and active fraction 0.61 (n = 145).
See also Figure S5.to produce transcript, with RNAP instead dissociating before
the slow open complex formation step has a chance to occur.
In this circumstance, it is difficult in bulk experiments to define
the characteristics specific to the small minority of binding
events that are productive. In contrast, single-molecule exper-
iments allow direct characterization of the productive subpop-
ulation. We used three-color CoSMoS to simultaneously
observe RNAP binding to and transcript production from the
same template molecule. During the reaction, RNAP spots
repeatedly appeared and then disappeared (Figure 5A, green
trace) at locations of DNA molecules. For most of these
RNAP binding events, we did not detect associated transcript
production. However, on most DNAs, we eventually sawa particular RNAP binding (Figure 5A, green square) and sub-
sequent Cy3-s54 departure that was followed within seconds
by probe hybridization (red square), suggesting that we
observed binding of the particular polymerase molecule that
synthesized the transcript. Unlike RNAP spots, probe spots
were long lived, often persisting for hundreds of seconds (Fig-
ure 5A, red trace, and Movie S1). This is consistent with the
production of transcript stably associated with the elongation
complex.
To show that we correctly identify the productive RNAP
binding events, we examined the time interval Dthyb separating
the appearance of probe hybridization and the most recent
departure of a Cy3-s54 spot on the same template (Figure 5A).
The Dthyb distribution is peaked (Figure 5B, blue), whereas
a control analysis in which randomly generated values were
substituted in place of the observed times of probe hybridization
yielded a flat distribution (red). Thus, the characteristically short
time between s54 departure and transcript detection does not
arise from chance alone. These data imply that we reliably detect
the RNAP binding event that leads to production of each
transcript.Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 683
Figure 5. Characterization of RNAP Binding Events that Lead to Transcript Production
Reaction was the same as in Figure 4A but with 0.8 nM RNAP and 20 nM probe.
(A) Fluorescence from RNAP at the location of a single DNA molecule (em < 635 nm) and transcript probe (em > 635 nm). (Left) RNAP and transcript probe
emission recording. (Right) Time series of images (13 1 mm, 2 s frame duration with 2 frame running average) from the shaded interval in the recordings (series is
split into three rowswith paired Cy3 [top] and Cy5 [bottom] images at each time). For the initiation event (green and red squares; see text), the apparent duration of
the Cy3-s54 presence on the template (Dts) and the time interval separating Cy3-s
54 departure from a transcript probe hybridization (Dthyb) are marked.
(B) (Blue) Normalized histogram showing 53 of 63 measurements of Dthyb (the remaining ten measurements are outside of the plotted range). By convention, we
take Dthyb to be positive when the Cy5 hybridization signal appears on a template after Cy3-s
54 has departed. (Red) A control randomized analysis of the same
data (see text).
(C) Distribution Dts (circles) for all 63 binding events that most closely preceded transcript detection. Exponential fit (line) yields time constant 78 ± 10 s. (Inset)
Distribution of Dts from the randomized sampling control used in (B) (red).
See also Figure S6 and Movie S1.Open Complexes Form from a Long-Lived Closed
Complex Intermediate
In productive RNAP binding events, s54 departure was almost
always followed by hybridization of the probe to the transcript
within a median Dthyb 8 s (Figure 5B), a delay similar to the
time required for probe hybridization alone (4.5 s at 20 nM
probe). Thus, commencement of transcript synthesis is simulta-
neous with or closely followed by s54 release.
Because s54 release in the initiating subpopulation reports the
start of transcript synthesis, we can measure the time required
for productive initiation as the interval between s54RNAP
binding and s54 departure, Dts (Figure 5A). The Dts distribution
is exponential (Figure 5C). In contrast, a control analysis on
a random sample of polymerase binding events (nearly all of
which are nonproductive) yields a biexponential distribution (Fig-
ure 5C, inset) similar to the full closed complex lifetime distribu-
tion (Figure 3B). Thus, productive events are a subpopulation
with distinct kinetic properties. That the average Dts (78 ± 10 s;
Figure 5C) is exponential and identical within experimental684 Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.uncertainty to the long-lived closed complex time constant
(73 ± 11 s under these conditions; Figure S6) strongly suggests
that the long-lived closed complex RP2 is a required precursor
to formation of open complex and subsequent initiation.
Open Complexes Are Committed to Transcript
Elongation
We next examined the fates of open complexes. Addition to
open complexes of NTPs at R 500 mM resulted in departure
of s54 subunit and transcript production (Figure 6A, right,
Figure 6B, and Movie S2). Most s54 spots departed within 10 s
(63 of 77; Figure 6C). Most transcript probe spots appeared
within 20 s of s54 departure (Figure S7), as was observed for
the overall initiation reaction (Figure 5B). Inclusion of NtrC in
the reaction does not substantially alter the outcome, as ex-
pected because NtrC was not required to maintain the open
state (Figure 1). In one example (Figure 6C), 94% (86 of 91)
of open complexes were active (i.e., lost s54), and probe hybrid-
ization was seen on nearly all of these (91%; 78 of 86) by the
Figure 6. Fates of Open Promoter Complexes
(A) Experimental designs. Open promoter complexes (as
in Figure 1D) were incubated in the absence of free RNAP
for > 15 min to dissociate any residual closed complexes
and then were subjected to conditions that allowed either
spontaneous dissociation (left) or transcript production
(right).
(B) Images from a recording of transcript production from
open complexes upon addition of 1mMATP, 0.5mMCTP,
0.5 mM GTP, and 5 nM probe.
(C) Fraction of open complexes that lost s54 prior to the
indicated time and that also synthesized transcript (n = 91).
Transcript production reaction in 4 mM ATP, 0.5 mMCTP,
0.5 mM GTP, 5 nM Cy5 probe plus NtrC. Dashed line
indicates fraction of active complexes as judged by s54
departure. Biexponential fit (line) yields rate constants 0.17
and 4.3 3 103 s1 and amplitudes 0.92 and 0.08, re-
spectively. (Inset) Similar experiments performed without
NtrC and at reduced NTP concentrations (n = 47 to 81).
(D) Dissociation of open complexes in buffer (blue) plus
4 mM ATP (green) and plus ATP and NtrC (red). (Circles)
Photobleaching-corrected fraction of complexes con-
taining Cy3-s54; (lines) exponential fits yielding rates of
1.9 ± 0.2 3 104, 1.57 ± 0.08 3 104, and 1.0 ± 0.1 3
104 s1, respectively. Each experiment sampled nine
fields of view with initial averages of 42, 44, and 31 open
complexes in each field, respectively.
See also Figure S7, Table S1, and Movie S1.reaction endpoint (566 s). Thus, open complexes are efficiently
converted into productive elongation complexes; there is no
evidence for significant nonproductive dissociation of RNAP
during promoter escape.
The s54 open complex has been proposed to be extraordi-
narily kinetically stable (Tintut et al., 1995; Wedel and Kustu,
1995). We tested this by incubating open complexes with/
without ATP and/or NtrC and measured the dissociation rate
(Figure 6D). Dissociation was slower with ATP, probably
because templated binding of ATP (A is the first base of the
transcript) stabilizes the complex. In the presence of both
NtrC and ATP, dissociation was slowed even more. Quantita-
tive analysis (see Extended Experimental Procedures and Table
S1) showed that reopening of closed complexes produced
by open complex decay is not sufficient to account for this
difference, suggesting that NtrC and ATP bind to and stabilize
open complexes. In all cases, dissociation rates were roughly
104 s1, >1,000-fold slower than conversion of open com-
plexes to elongation complexes in the presence of NTPs.
Therefore, once the promoter-bound polymerase forms an
active open complex at physiological NTP concentrations, it
nearly always produces transcript. This conclusion is consis-
tent with the high yields of transcript observed in both theCell 148, 679steady-state (Figure 5) and preformed open
complex (Figures 6B and 6C) experiments.
s54 Dissociation from the Transcription
Complex Requires RNA Synthesis
Rapid departure of s54 from open complexes
was observed only in the presence of NTPs.When the concentration of NTPs was lowered, the time for s54
to depart increased (Figures 6C, inset, and S7). This is consistent
with the hypothesis that release of s54 from open complexes
requires the synthesis of some minimal length of RNA. Reducing
NTP concentrations also increases the fraction of complexes
that do not release s54 after even lengthy incubation, consistent
with the observation that these conditions increase the likelihood
of irreversible transcriptional arrest (Erie et al., 1993).
DISCUSSION
A Comprehensive, Quantitative Kinetic Scheme
for s54–Dependent Transcription Initiation
In contrast with the extensive literature on s70 promoters, the
kinetic mechanism of initiation at s54 promoters has received
comparatively little study. The multiwavelength single-molecule
fluorescence experiments reported here comprehensively
define a minimal mechanism of initiation at the s54-dependent
glnAp2 (Figure 7). Features of the s54 initiation pathway revealed
in our work include: (1) two closed complex intermediates that
likely form in sequence along the reaction path for initiation; (2)
both closed complexes are kinetically unstable; (3) NtrC and
ATP act on a long-lived closed complex to convert it into an–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 685
Figure 7. Mechanism of s54RNAP Initiation
Nested boxes (black, green, and red) specify the combination of reactants needed to produce the different reactions and states. Numbers in parentheses are the
standard error of the final digit of the corresponding rate constant. The isomerization step (green) is shown as two separated arrows to denote that the forward
reaction, which requires ATP, is not the reverse of the backward reaction, which does not require ADP + Pi.
See also Figure S4 and Table S2.open promoter complex, and this step remains rate limiting even
at maximal activation; (4) even when the RP2 state is attained,
open complex formation is rare;more often, RP2 nonproductively
dissociates without ever reaching the open complex state;
overall, RNAPbinds to the promoter, on average, 30 times before
an open complex is successfully formed; (5) when an open com-
plex is formed, the RNAP is committed to initiation and promptly
(in <10 s) begins transcript synthesis if NTPsarepresent; (6)s54 is
quickly ejected from the complex at the beginning of transcript
synthesis. These observations are significant because they
provide a mechanistic basis for understanding the regulation of
s54-dependent transcription, as described below.
s54RNAP Closed Promoter Complexes
Our studies suggest that s54RNAP forms two different kinds of
closed complex, RP1 and RP2, and that these most likely occur
in sequence along the pathway to open complex formation
and transcript initiation, as shown in Figure 7. The existence of
two s54 closed complexes was previously unknown, although
multiple closed complexes were previously detected for holoen-
zyme containing the structurally unrelated s70. Based on the
proposed mechanism, RP2 is the major closed species present
in the absence of activator; only k2 / (k2 + k2) = 7% of the
closed complexes exist in the short-lived RP1 state at equilib-
rium. Thus, demonstrations that DNA in s54RNAP closed
complexes is not significantly bent (Cannon et al., 1993) implies
that DNA in the RP2 complex is not stably wrapped around
RNAP, as it is in some early s70RNAP closed complex interme-
diates (Davis et al., 2007; Saecker et al., 2011; Sclavi et al.,
2005). On the other hand, footprinting of s54RNAP closed
complexes revealed an ‘‘early melted’’ DNA structure in which
the 11 base pair was disrupted (Cannon et al., 2000; Morris
et al., 1994). Our analysis suggests that it is RP2 that contains
this nonduplex DNA structure, and our working model is that
melting at 11 is the principal structural change corresponding
to conversion of RP1 into the more stable RP2.686 Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc.Activation and Isomerization
The proposed initiation mechanism (Figure 7) emphasizes the
central importance of the closed-to-open isomerization in the
regulation of s54 promoters. RP2 to RPo is by far the slowest
forward step in the pathway even at conditions of near maximal
activation. This is likely also true in live cells, as footprinting
showed that glnAp2 is occupied by closed complexes even
when cells are grown in excess nitrogen; open complexes are
not detected unless transcript elongation is inhibited (Sasse-
Dwight and Gralla, 1988).
Isomerization is highly unfavorable in the absence of activator.
In experiments without NtrC (e.g., Figure S1), if initiation occurs
at all, its rate must be < 6.03 106 s-1. Comparison of this value
with k3 shows that activator accelerates initiation by > 300-fold.
In addition, the open complex breakdown (k5 in Figure 7) is
modestly slowed (by 0.7; see Figure 6D and Extended Experi-
mental Procedures) by NtrC and ATP. These opposite effects
that NtrC+ATP has on open complex formation and breakdown
show that NtrC plays an active role in open complex formation:
the data cannot be explained if the activator merely stabilizes
a transition state or intermediate in the reaction. The data also
show that conversion of RP2 to RPo is energetically unfavorable
in the absence of NtrC, consistent with prior suggestions (Wedel
and Kustu, 1995). Specifically, the ratio of the forward and
reverse rate constants (< 6.0 3 106 s-1 / 1.9 3 104 s-1; Table
S1) constrains the equilibrium constant to be < 0.03, corre-
sponding to DGo > +8.4 kJ/mol. Thus, isomerization must
be coupled to a source of energy, presumably from NtrC-
s54RNAP binding energy and/or NtrC ATP hydrolysis.
The s54-mediated closed-to-open complex isomerization
(k3 in Figure 7) is known to include multiple substeps. First,
enhancer-bound activator loops the DNA so that activator can
contact s54 and the promoter (Huo et al., 2006). Then, one or
more steps in the cycle of activator ATP hydrolysis take place
(Burrows et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2007), coupled to reconfigura-
tion of the s54 subunit (Bose et al., 2008; Burrows et al., 2008;
Cannon et al., 2000; Wedel and Kustu, 1995). Finally, additional
structural rearrangements position the melted template strand
inside the active site cleft. Our experiments demonstrate that,
at some point in isomerization, the transcription complex
becomes committed to initiation (k5 versus k4, Figure 7) and
that the key commitment event must either be, or occur after,
the rate-limiting substep for open complex formation. Assuming
that DNA looping is readily reversible, s54 reconfiguration or DNA
melting/template strand binding are the strongest candidates
for the step that commits the complex to transcript synthesis.
s54 Is Released upon Promoter Clearance
In principle, s can have one of three fates when core RNAP
escapes from the promoter during initiation. s may (1) remain
bound at the promoter, (2) be retained in the departing elonga-
tion complex, or (3) be released into solution. At s70 promoters,
a mixture of (2) and (3) is observed (Bar-Nahum and Nudler,
2001; Deighan et al., 2011; Kapanidis et al., 2005). For s54
promoters, the extents of (2) and (3) have not been measured,
and there is indirect evidence both for and against (1) at glnAp2
(Bondarenko et al., 2002; Tintut et al., 1995). We observed
almost exclusively (3), with > 90%–95% of complexes releasing
s54 before transcript is detected. Efficient release of s54 may be
significant to regulation because s factors can compete with
proteins (e.g., NusG) that bind to elongation complexes and
regulate their activity (Mooney et al., 2005).
Implications for s54 Promoter Regulation
Although s54 promoters drive genes for a wide variety of biolog-
ical functions, they share the common feature that they are
tightly regulated (Reitzer and Schneider, 2001; Wigneshweraraj
et al., 2008). A key benefit of knowing the pathway and kinetics
for initiation (Figure 7) is that this information is essential to
identify reaction steps that are potential regulatory targets and
to understand how different regulatory inputs at different steps
can be integrated.
Changing the relative amounts of RNAPs containing alterna-
tive s factors regulates subsets of promoters in response to
metabolic conditions (Grigorova et al., 2006; Ishihama, 2000;
Lee et al., 2010;Mooney et al., 2005) and, in particular, is thought
to globally regulate transcription from s54 promoters (Bernardo
et al., 2006; Szalewska-Palasz et al., 2007). s54 promoters are
mostly occupied by RNAP closed complexes both in vivo and
in vitro (Ninfa et al., 1987; Reitzer et al., 1987; Sasse-Dwight
and Gralla, 1988). However, we showed that glnAp2 closed
complexes are dynamic, with RNAP releasing from and rebind-
ing to the promoter frequently, which suggests that, even when
a promoter is not activated, bound RNAP exchanges with the
cellular pool, thus allowing promoter occupancy to change in
response to changes in expression of alternate s factors.
Regulation of bacterial transcription initiation is effected
primarily by modulation of one or more of the principal stages
of initiation: promoter binding, isomerization, and promoter
escape. At s70 promoters, there are examples of regulators
that act at each of these stages (Browning and Busby, 2004).
In contrast, we show that, at the s54 promoter studied here,
initiation kinetics have a striking feature: once open complexes
form at physiological NTP concentrations, they are committedto promoter escape and transcript synthesis. Assuming that
the same is true in vivo, this kinetic profile significantly limits
the possible mechanisms of regulation: activators cannot easily
act at the promoter escape step because open complexes are
already committed to elongation. Specifically, repression at
this step would be limited to negative regulators strong enough
to slow promoter escape by > 1,000-fold so that escape starts
to limit the overall rate of initiation. This may be a constraint to
regulation of s54 promoters in general: enhancer binding
proteins appear to act exclusively at the isomerization step,
and we know of no evidence for regulation of promoter escape
by s54RNAP.
Even at the high activator concentrations used here, the
isomerization step limits the overall rate of initiation (Figure 7).
This suggests that factors that alter the probability of contact
between enhancer-bound activator and the promoter-bound
s54RNAP (e.g., by bending DNA or altering its flexibility) can
repress or further activate transcription from s54 promoters
even in the presence of maximal activator concentrations. This
feature of the mechanism is consistent with studies that show
that DNA supercoiling or DNA bending or stiffening proteins
can substantially alter initiation rates at some s54 promoters
(Amit et al., 2011; Huo et al., 2006).
Conclusions
We report experiments that follow the initiation reaction from
start to finish, define key intermediates, and measure the full
set of rates connecting the intermediates. The deduced mech-
anism provides the essential underpinning for quantitative
understanding of promoter regulation, identifying key con-
straints to and opportunities for regulation. The CoSMoS
method should be broadly applicable to studying other tran-
scriptional regulation systems in both prokaryotes and eukary-
otes and raises the possibility of further elucidation of regulatory
mechanisms by simultaneously monitoring both RNAP
dynamics and binding of transcription factors to the same
promoter in real time.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
DNA and Plasmids
The 853 bp transcription template (Figure 1A) containing the S. typhimurium
glnAp2 promoter region and a strong enhancer was prepared by PCR (see
Extended Experimental Procedures) from pJES534. The Cy5-labeled anti-
sense probe (see Extended Experimental Procedures) was complementary
to 20 of the 21 nt in the repeat cassette.
Protein Expression and Purification
Core E. coli RNAP was obtained from Epicenter (Madison, WI). Expression
plasmids pNtrC-2 and pS54-2 were gifts from Karsten Rippe (Rippe et al.,
1997). pNtrC-2 encodes Salmonella typhimurium NtrCD54E,S160F with the
N-terminal His tag and linker HHHHHHSSGLVPRGSH. NtrCD54E,S160F is a
constitutively active mutant that does not require phosphorylation in order
to activate transcription (Klose et al., 1993). pS54-2 encodes Escherichia
coli s54 with the same His tag and linker. pS54-4 is identical to pS54-2 except
that all endogenous Cys residues were mutated (C198A C307G C346A), and
a new Cys was substituted for the underlined Gly in the linker. The proteins
were expressed in E. coli BL21(DE3)pLysS and purified as described (Rippe
et al., 1997) with minor modifications (Extended Experimental Procedures).
Cy3-s54 was prepared by reacting the single cysteine s54 with Cy3 maleimide
and had activity essentially identical to wild-type s54 (Figure S5A).Cell 148, 679–689, February 17, 2012 ª2012 Elsevier Inc. 687
Single-Molecule Microscopy
The microscope for performing multiwavelength single-molecule total internal
reflection (TIR) fluorescence microscopy using excitation lasers at 488, 532,
and 633 nm has been previously described (Friedman et al., 2006) but incorpo-
rated new features (Extended Experimental Procedures). Biotinated, dye-
labeled DNA molecules were linked with streptavidin to the surface of a fused
silica flow cell essentially as described (Friedman et al., 2006). To identify loca-
tions of the DNA molecules, one to two images of the fluorescent label were
acquired at the beginning and/or end of the experiment. Reactions with RNAP
were performed in transcription buffer containing 50 mM Tris-OAc (pH 8.0),
100mMKOAc, 8 mMMgOAc, 27mMNH4OAc, 2 mM dithiothreitol, 3.5% (w/v)
polyethylene glycol 8000 (#81268 Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), 0.1 mg/ml
bovine serum albumin (#126615 EMD Chemicals; La Jolla, CA), and an oxygen
scavenging system to minimize photobleaching (Friedman et al., 2006).
Unless otherwise specified, reactants were 0.8 nM s54RNAP, 14 nM dimer
NtrCD54E, S160F, 4 mM ATP, 0.5 mM CTP, 0.5 mM GTP, and 10 nM Cy5-oligo.
Analysis of CoSMoS Data
Analysis of single-molecule colocalization data was performed with custom
software implemented in Matlab. In cases in which the emission was sepa-
rated into long- and short-wavelength images, a transformation matrix that
superimposes the two images was first calculated using a calibration sample
containing single molecules that were visible in both images. In experiments
in which individual molecules were followed in time, images were separately
corrected for sample movement upon introduction of reagents and for stage
drift by Gaussian fitting of selected fluorescent spots. To score association
and release of labeled molecules (s54 or transcript probe oligonucleotide)
from a surface-tethered DNA molecule, we integrated the fluorescence emis-
sion of the molecules over a 0.25 mm2 area centered at DNA locations. A small
baseline drift in these emission time courses was removed by subtracting
segments of the record to which a low-pass filter had been applied. In the
resulting records, increases to an emission intensity > 3.6 times the standard
deviation of the baseline noise were scored as a binding event. Each event was
subsequently inspected visually, and those that did not correspond to a well-
defined spot of fluorescence centered at the DNA position were discarded.
Following a binding event, the first decrease of the emission to < 1.0 times
the standard deviation of the baseline noise was scored as dissociation. For
kinetic analysis, measured time intervals were fit using maximum likelihood
methods, and fit parameter error distributions were estimated by bootstrap-
ping. For cases in which rate constants were a function of more than one fit
parameter, the rate constants were calculated from the fit parameters by iter-
ative optimization using the Q-matrix method (Colquhoun, 1995) or equivalent
(e.g., Figure S5). Error estimates for the rate constants were calculated by error
propagation from the fit parameter error distributions using bootstrapping.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Extended Experimental Procedures, seven
figures, two tables, and two movies and can be found with this article online at
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